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Infomanation Size 26.2MB Version 2.5.3 Version Code 63 Lang af am ar az-AZ bg bg-BD ca cs da de el en-AU en-GB en-IN en-XX es -US-EE eu-ES fa-fr-FR-CA gl-ES GU-IN IS is is iw ja-KA-GE kk-KZ-km-KH IN ko ky-KG lo-LA lt lv mk-MK ml-IN mn-MN mr-in ms-MY-MM nb ne-NP nl pa-IN pl pt-BR pt-PT-PT l si-LK sk sl-AL sr sv sw ta-in te-in tr tr uk your-PK-UZ-vi zh-CN zh-HK
zh-CHANGE_WIFI_MULTICAST_STATE WRITE_ EXTERNAL_STORAGE GET_TASKS ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE ACCESS_WIFI_STATE CHANGE_WIFI_STATE TW C2D_MESSAGE READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE USE_CREDENTIALS CHECK_LICENSE GET_ACCOUNTS WAKE_LOCK RECEIVE_BOOT_COMPLETED: Allows applications to open network sockets.
This constant was deprecated at API level 21. It is no longer enforced. Provides applications with access to information about the network. Provides applications with access to information about Wi-Fi networks. You can change the Wi-Fi connection status in the application. Allow access to vibrators. Allows the application to enter Wi-Fi multicast mode. Use the PowerManager
waker clock to allow the processor to prevent sleep and screen dimming. Provides that the application receives a broadcast ACTION_BOOT_COMPLETED the system has finished booting. Storage: Allow applications to write to external storage. Allows applications to read from external storage. Contacts: You can access a list of accounts in the Account Service. Operations
System Min Sdk 22 Min Sdk Txt Android 5.1 (LOLLIPOP_MR1) Target Sdk 29 Target Sdk Txt 29 Multi window Does not support small screens, usually large, xlarge Cpu armeabi-v7a x86 open Gl Int 0 supports any density yes density 120, 160, 213, 240, 320, 480, 640 user features use the feature Wi-Fi hardware feature: The app uses the 802.11 networking (Wi-Fi) feature on the
device. Features No touch screen hardware features: The app uses the Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) telephony radio system. The app uses the device's basic two-point multitouch features, such as pinch gestures, but the app doesn't have to track touches independently. This is a super set of Android.hardware. touch screen features. The app uses the
device's advanced multi-touch feature to independently track two or more points. This feature is a super set of Android.hardware.touch screen.multi-touch features. The use implicit feature #Theアプリは the device must use portrait or landscape orientation. If your app supports both directions, you don't need to declare that either feature.#The app will use the 802.11 Network (Wi-
Fi) feature on your device. Signature A7B3774480C00C2064EA19F159906241F9F9D225 Sha256 AB9E09A2 65FEBB9CD0AD883E0F2E56D098665237F0B26B6B6C0912CB4A5 Valid April 26, 05:42:17 CEST 2019 Until: Sun Ayr 18 05:42:17 CEST 2049 Serial number 2a9d19b2 Developer Dubai Drift 2 Size: 382 MB |version: 2.5.0 |file type:| System: Android 3.0 and above
Description: Dubai Drift 2 plays online against millions of players enjoying this game all over the world. Drift around our amazing arena with a great collection of sports and racing cars with all the realistic physics. You want crazy drifting action, we bring it! download it for free now! Dubai Drift 2 is a new item added to the garage that has completely overhauled the game's UI. Drifting
Club: – What's more epic than fighting alone? Gang up and fight against other clubs. Own a club and create your club of undefeated drifters. And it's not a practice drifting with members of your club. Rewarded for being the best club, owners get premium rewards. MOGA Controller: – Use the MOGA controller to get a feel for console quality on your handheld. Dubai Drift 2 supports
MOGA controllers. With the car camera: - Now you can see the inside of the car. You play like in real life. Awesome FX and Masks: – Make all the cone collections to show-stopping special effects, with explosions, shatters, etc. Now you no longer have to look common. Wear a crazy mask to make drifting more personal. Let everyone know who you're drifting against. Crash Online
- Take thrills online by challenging your friends on the internet. Non-stop online action without waiting for players to join. Up to 4 cars in the arena. Exotic Dubai's exciting location - 24 hours of Dubai Drift's non-stop action-packed arena. Let your 4 wheel monsters drift around exotic Dubai, an exciting place in the land of wonders. Now your friends can't make any excuses for not
having games on the same platform - cross-platform. Crash and Smash Cross Platform! adrenaline-filled drifting - Use NOS to color your smoke, paint your rides or simply use drifting fire from your car to activate your drift. Dubai Drift has improved performance! Now you can grease every second of that awesome drift with a slo-mo. Drift cams are also always focused on cones.
Keep them focused. True Drift - Dubai Drift Physics allows you to take full charge of drifting, just like in real life. More free things: – Get free cars and free NOS license plates: – New York, Saudi Arabia, Russian, Korean, Australia, Thailand and Dubai Drift many features 2 Mod : – Unlock all - Advertising advatai removed installation instructions : * Did you visit this site on your
phone?1. Download apk files on mobile. 2. Install and run. 3. That's it, enjoy!* Did you visit this site on a desktop or laptop?1. Download the APK file on Pc. 2. Transfer APK files from PC to your Android phone (via USB , Bluetooth, Wi-Fi).3. Install and run. 4. That's it, enjoy! game, racing developer: Zero 4 LLC Description: Dubai Drift 2 - here we can play against millions
onlinePeople who play this toy all over the world. Drift in our beautiful venues and enjoy realistic physics and a collection of excellent racing and sports cars. We want to drive you crazy and give it to you!dubai_drift_2_v2.5.2_mod.apk racing games occupy an important position in the gaming industry and entertainment. When it comes to the gaming industry, racing games are
considered land athletes. It is moving forward, persistent, strong and trying to make breakthroughs. In the entertainment industry, they are a great compliment to the racing industry. Aside from CarX Drift Racing, Dubai Drift 2 is an excellent game about racing. It has remarkable advances in design and creates an attractive and healthy playing environment for many fans of this
sport. If you play Dubai Drift 2, you will play against millions of gamers from all over the world. With the realistic physics of a large number of cars, you will have a great gaming experience. You will drift around a huge collection of races and sports cars and a variety of amazing arenas. So, get ready for the most powerful vehicles at extreme speeds that can burn tires. By reaching
the limit with tricks, you will have a crazy performance and achieve some high scores. Plus, if you can play with your friends in multiplayer mode, you won't get into the competition alone. If you want something more difficult than that, you can challenge other drifters around the world on the online leaderboards. As mentioned earlier, Dubai Drift 2 is a racing game with 3D effects. It
focuses on the world of drifting and spinning cars. However, there is a difference between Dubai Drift 2 and other games. That means when you play this game, you don't compete to see who reaches the finish line fastest, but who does the best drift possible. You should also pay attention to preparing your car so that it is very important. You can change the vinyl, rim, paint color,
and wings you added. Simply put, there are hundreds of combinations that you can create in every car part. It's great to have a custom-tuned car, but the essence of this game is about how you control the wheel. In terms of this feature, Dubai Drift 2 won't let you down. The game offers different modes. In particular, you can race on your own and enjoy competing against your
opponents. Plus, you're free to choose from a variety of scenarios, including ski areas, airports, desert dunes, and airports. Let's come to some exciting features to learn more about this game. Basically, the controller of this game allows gamers to adapt to the tempo of the game in the game. Players can quickly operate without problems thanks to its utilities. For those who are not
familiar with racing games and using controllers, you can still customize them easily in settings. On the right side of the screen, you'll find tools to help you slow down and accelerate. In addition, the clock will be displayedYour speed when you are moving. It's not about competing, it's not about speeding up, it's just about stabilizing speed. When the speed reaches the maximum
level, accidents can occur if they collide with other cars. At the top, there is an indicator of the position in the convoy. In addition, other indicators show the record function, but it does not affect during the race. On the left, you're seeing a steering wheel that allows you to control the direction of the vehicle. When you play the game, your car will automatically rush forward.
Therefore, everything will be much easier. Do not touch obstacles so as not to slow down. And the inevitable result will be your loss. Usually, in the first race, you will participate in Dubai. The most powerful and expensive sports cars take part in this race. Everything changes when you achieve a higher level. You can venture elsewhere which is more challenging and you can
challenge more opponents. They are definitely the best riders and those competitions don't allow mercy. The first challenge is not difficult, so don't worry when you get into the game. So, you are confident enough to overcome it gently. If you win, you will earn a amount of money that will help you with many things later. For example, you can use them to upgrade your car. As you
know, it's hard to achieve a championship when you have to face a better opponent. So don't use the money to buy an expensive car, use it to increase the power of your car instead. This feature seems to be a means of experience sharing and interactive TV shows. It can show off your recorded videos to your friends. How to use it?There is a simple button on the screen and you
just press it. Everything about your race will be saved. While this feature is popular in many games, Dubai Drift 2 makes a difference by allowing players to edit their videos immediately. Dubai Drift 2's strongest point graphic. Compared to other games, its graphics play an integral role in the success of this game. Some major game publishers, including Need for Speed and Asphalt,
are considering upgrading potential graphics. And look, Dubai Drift 2 will succeed in this race. With surreal graphics, players can get things that exceed expectations. Aside from elaborate backgrounds, this game also captures the player's attention in a vehicle system. This game is designed with all of the incredibly famous supercars. Also, ordinary or inexpensive cars are also
designed with originality and high definition. So, players will be happy with what the game has to offer. As you can see, the Dubai Drift 2 Mod APK is equipped with high performance, surreal visuals, and headbanging sound effects. When playing the game, you will feel incredibly alive with a wide range of accelerated cars with speeds from 0 to 60 seconds. In addition, you also
enjoy a diverse and fully simulatedof Dubai. Are you ready to jump into this game?
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